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What did we accomplish?
Quoted from my vitae:
… led the development and implementation of NOAA/NWS operational climate 
services at field offices nationwide. 
Over the course of eight years … guided the evolution of NWS-wide climate 
services from just a name to a fully-realized infrastructure including

• standardized field office web pages, 
• new web tools and services, 
• a trained cadre of regional and field office personnel, 
• an operations manual, 
• new and productive partnerships, 
• a new commitment to stewardship of the climate record, 
• and a new local climate forecast product.



Launching the new Climate Services Division

• Boss clueless but with lots of credibility and connections
• Personal opportunity to have an impact beyond science/research
• Had confidence of and mutual respect with the NWS Director
• Was given ample support in terms of positions and discretionary 

funding
• Reprogrammed headquarters staff included Berger and Reeves who 

brought invaluable organizational and procedural savvy, and Leffler 
who was essential for our data stewardship goals

• New hires included threes “stars:”  Brewer and Horsfall (Civil 
Servants) and Timofeyeva (UCAR Fellow)
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• Climate Training and Education for NWS field 
staff

• 30 Distance learning modules

• 2 Residence Courses





• “The purpose of the meeting 
was to identify new climate 
applications research, promote 
interactions between climate-
sensitive integrated research and 
service communities, and assess 
impacts of climate forecasts on 
environmental-societal 
interactions.”



Missed Opportunities

• Cutting funding to support partnerships, regions and field initiatives
• Failure of Offices of Services and Director to provide qualified 

leadership in 2008 and 2009 led to loss of momentum and focus in 
advancing NWS’s role in data stewardship (and perhaps otherwise)

• Not allocating a full-time equivalent position in every local office for 
climate services and failure to even ensure a non-diffuse half-time 
position at all offices

• Lack of commitment by NCEP to support leveraging and empowering 
the field for local climate forecasts as required in the implementation 
plan and envisioned in the Forecast Operations Concept (eg LCAT, etc)
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